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Advanced Java® EE Development with WildFly®Packt Publishing, 2015

	Your one-stop guide to developing Java® EE applications with the Eclipse IDE, Maven, and WildFly® 8.1


	About This Book

	
		Develop Java EE 7 applications using the WildFly platform
	
		Discover how to use EJB 3.x, JSF 2.x, Ajax, JAX-RS, JAX-WS, and Spring with WildFly 8.1
	
		A...



		

Arabs: A 3,000-Year History of Peoples, Tribes and EmpiresYale University Press, 2019

	A riveting, comprehensive history of the Arab peoples and tribes that explores the role of language as a cultural touchstone

	

	This kaleidoscopic book covers almost 3,000 years of Arab history and shines a light on the footloose Arab peoples and tribes who conquered lands and disseminated their language and culture...


		

Equidistribution in Number Theory, An IntroductionSpringer, 2007


	From July 11th to July 22nd, 2005, a NATO advanced study institute, as part

	of the series “S´eminaire de math´ematiques sup´erieures”, was held at the Universit

	´e de Montr´eal, on the subject Equidistribution in the theory of numbers.

	There were about one hundred participants from sixteen...





		

Foundations of AOP for J2EE Development (Foundation)Apress, 2005
Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) is a programming paradigm that was defined at the
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) in the mid-1990s. The roots of this paradigm can be
traced back to several works designed to improve code modularity and facilitate reuse and
maintenance.

The benefits of AOP for modularizing code have...

		

Master Humphrey's ClockKessinger Publishing, 2004
THE reader must not expect to know where I live. At present, it is true, my abode may be a question of little or no import to anybody; but if I should carry my readers with me, as I hope to do, and there should spring up between them and me feelings of homely affection and regard attaching something of interest to matters ever so slightly connected...

		

Combinatorial Algorithms for Computers and Calculators (Computer science and applied mathematics)Academic Press, 1978

	Since the appearance in 1975 of this work, the field of combinatorial algorithms has continued its rapid evolution. We have substantially rewritten several of the chapters in order to take account of theoretical or algorithmic improvements, and to clarify the presentation.

	

	The result has been that a number of speedups,...






		

Pro Ajax and Java FrameworksApress, 2006
As a Java developer, you want a guide that shows you how to add Ajax functionality to your web applications with a minimum of effort. Well look no further than Pro Ajax and Java Frameworks. In this book, recognized Java experts and authors of the best-selling Apress title, Foundations of Ajax, will show you how.

The...


		

3D Programming for Windows (Pro - Developer)Microsoft Press, 2007
The Windows Presentation Foundation is a key component of .NET Framework 3.0, which is a part of Windows Vista and available for Windows XP. With the Windows Presentation Foundation, 3D images can be displayed regardless of the video-display hardware on the users machine. Focusing on developing user interface objects or simple animations, this book...

		

Rapid Java Persistence and Microservices: Persistence Made Easy Using Java EE8, JPA and SpringApress, 2019

	
		
			Gain all the essentials you need to create scalable microservices, which will help you solve real challenges when deploying services into production. This book will take you through creating a scalable data layer with polygot persistence. You’ll cover data access and query patterns in Spring and JPA in high-performance...







		

Seam in ActionManning Publications, 2008
JBoss Seam is an exciting new application framework based on the Java EE platform that is used to build rich, web-based business applications. Seam is rapidly capturing the interest of Java enterprise developers because of its focus on simplicity, ease of use, transparent integration, and scalability.
  Seam in Action offers a...


		

Spring in ActionManning Publications, 2005
Written for enterprise Java developers who have become disillusioned with the complexity and bulk involved with EJB development, this programming tool demonstrates how the Spring framework can make coupled code easy to manage, understand, reuse, and unit-test. Spring's employment of inversion control and aspect-oriented programming techniques...


		

The Hundred-Year Lie: How to Protect Yourself from the Chemicals That Are Destroying Your HealthPlume, 2007
In a devastating exposé in the tradition of Silent Spring and Fast Food Nation,   investigative journalist Randall Fitzgerald warns how thousands of man-made chemicals in our   food, water, medicine, and environment are making humans the most polluted species on the   planet. A century ago in 1906, when Congress enacted the...
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